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PD Boot-camp

• Purpose: To prepare PD residents to optimize development/research 
activity and maximize productivity

• Outcomes
• Achievement of a personally defined PD goal
• ↑ peer-reviewed presentations, papers, grants
• Success in post-training job search 

• Process
• Pre-readings 
• Goal-setting and self-reflection exercises
• Weekly mandatory group lunch and topical didactic-interactive sessions 



Schedule 
Date Topic Faculty

7/5/2017 Introduction – Goal setting Arden Morris
7/12/2017 Lit review and ref management Chris Stave 
7/19/2017 Problem solving/Wish I had known Chief residents
7/26/2017 Research design and statistics Amber Trickey
8/2/2017 Time management Jim Chang
8/9/2017 How to work with your mentor Cindy Kin

8/16/2017 RMG orientation & ethics Maile Chitty
8/23/2017 Common statistical tests Alex Sox-Harris
8/30/2017 Writing workshop Mike Longaker
9/6/2017 Wrap-up Marc Melcher



S-SPIRE Seminar Series in HSR
Weekly lunch, 2 yr cycle, Sept-June

• Developing and testing a conceptual model
• Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis
• Use of admin and other secondary databases 
• Propensity scores, instrumental variables
• Predictive Modeling
• Non-independent Data
• PCOR/CER
• Causal Inference
• Qualitative Methods
• Mixed Methods Research
• Cluster Randomized Trials
• Quality Measures: Development, Validation, Implementation





Theory of Goal Setting and Task Performance 

• Ryan 1970
• Conscious goals affect action

• Latham
• Significant association between goal setting and 

workplace performance
• Locke

• The more difficult and specific a goal is, the harder 
people tend to work to achieve it.

• Locke and Latham 1990
• Linear relationship btw performance and task difficulty
• Curve leveled only by limits of ability or lapse in 

commitment
• “Do your best” (no external reference for doing your best) 

<<< Specific difficult goals (reduced ambiguity) 
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How do goals affect performance?

• Direct attention toward goal-relevant activities and away 
from goal-irrelevant activities

• Energize performer to invest effort
• Affect persistence—hard goals prolong effort if no external 

time deadline; tight deadlines increase work intensity and 
speed.

• Indirect effects—mental stimulation, discovery, new task 
strategies



Goal-setting theory: conscious motivation affects 
performance and job satisfaction.

• Specific: enough detail so that there is no uncertainty as to what 
exactly you should be doing

• Measurable: an outcome that can be assessed categorically or on 
scale (feedback for change to strategy or effort)

• Attainable: a realistic outcome given your current resources 
• Relevant: an outcome that has strong personal importance
• Time-bound: an end point for the goal gives you a clear target to 

achieve

• Challenge



Goal setting: Small group work

• Groups of 3
• Share at least 1 goal 
• Group feedback 

• Specific 
• Measurable
• Attainable
• Relevant
• Time-bound

• Solo goal revision
• Email to primary mentor and ammsurg@Stanford.edu
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